Vibrissa motoneurons (vMNs) generate rhythmic firing that controls whisker movements, even 22 without cortical, cerebellar or sensory inputs. vMNs receive serotonergic modulation from brainstem 23 areas, that mainly increases their persistent sodium conductance (g NaP ), and, possibly, phasic input 24 from a putative central pattern generator (CPG). In response to serotonergic modulation or just-25 suprathreshold current steps, vMNs fire at low rates, below the firing frequency of exploratory 26 whisking. In response to periodic inputs, vMNs exhibit nonlinear suprathreshold resonance in 27 frequency ranges of exploratory whisking. To determine how firing patterns of vMNs are determined 28 by their i) intrinsic ionic conductances and ii) responses to periodic input from a putative CPG and 29 to serotonergic modulation, we construct and analyze a single-compartment, conductance-based 30 model of vMNs. Low firing rates are supported in extended regimes by adaptation currents, and the 31 minimal firing rate decreases with g NaP and increases with M-potassium and h-cation conductances. 32
In fact, they found that application of 5HT in vitro causes motoneurons to fire, primarily by 62 increasing the conductance of the persistent Na + current (g NaP ). For most serotonin concentrations, 63 the firing rate of vMNs is low (below or around the lower range of exploratory whisking 64 frequencies), and can be as low as 1 where V is the membrane potential of the neuron, C = 1 μF/cm 2 is the membrane capacitance of the 92 neuron, and the parameters of the leak current are g L = 0.12 mS/cm 2 and V L = -70 mV. The external 93 current injected into the neuron is denoted by I app (t), which we consider to be 94 I app (t) = I 0 + I 1 cos(2πft) [ ] 
The parameters V Na = 55 mV, θ m = -28 mV, σ m = 7.8 mV, θ h = -50 mV and σ h = -7 mV were 107 modified from (Lape and Nistri 2001). The time constant τ h (V) is taken from (Booth et al. 1997) . 108
The delayed rectifier K + current, I Kdr , is given by: 109
where g Kdr = 20 mS/cm 2 , 111 
The parameters V K = -80 mV, θ n = -23 mV and σ n = 15 mV were modified from (Lape and Nistri 115 1999). The time constant τ n (V) is taken from (Booth et al. 1997) . 116
The persistent Na + current, I NaP , is given by: 117
where the parameters V h = -27.4 mV, θ r = -83.9 mV, σ r = -7.4mV (Sirois et al. 2002) The average firing rate of the neuron is defined as 173
where N s is the number of spikes the neuron fires during the integration time T integ , and T integ is 175 large. If the neuron responds to periodic input with a frequency f, we take T integ to be an integer 176 product of the time period 1/f. 177
The locking of the neuronal spiking pattern to the CPG stimulus (Eq. 24) is quantified by 178 using the locking measure |L|, where 179
The time t k is the time of kth spike the neuron fires during the integration time T integ , and k is a 181 running spike index. In auditory literature, this type of measure is known as a synchronization or a 182 phase locking measure (Goldberg and Brown 1969). The measure |L| equals 1 if the neuron always 183 fires at the same phase with respect to the CPG input. If the neuron fires at random times, |L| 184 converges to 0 with T integ like (T integ ) -1/2 . If N s = 0, L is defined to be 0. Calculation of f R and |L| is 185 carried out by averaging over T integ between 100 and 1000 s. 186
Based on the work of (Nguyen et al. 2004), we use the membrane impedance |Z| to 187 characterize a sub-threshold response of vMNs to a small-amplitude sinusoidal current injection (Eq. 188 conductances, g AHP , g M and g h , are expected to play a role in enabling vMNs to fire at low rates in 224 response to wide input ranges. Therefore, we examine how neuronal firing patterns are affected by 225 those slow ionic conductances, starting with a model subjected only to constant input currents. 226
To evaluate the role of slow ionic currents in the firing properties of vMNs, we first consider 227 a model with all slow currents blocked: g AHP = g M = g h = 0. Under these conditions, the model 228 neuron fires tonically when the current amplitude I 0 is above a minimal current I t,min . The firing 229 frequency f R approaches zero as I 0 approaches I t,min from above (Fig. 1A) . The gain of the neuron is 230 large, and for I 0 slightly above I t,min , the neuron fires at firing rates of 20 Hz and higher. Increasing 231 the AHP conductance, g AHP , does not affect I t,min , because the AHP current is activated only during 232 spikes (Fig. 1A) . Increasing g AHP decreases the gain, namely the slope of the f R -I 0 curve, and makes it 233 look linear, except for a narrow I 0 range just above I t,min . For an extended I 0 interval, the neuron fires 234 at rates within, or below, those of exploratory whisking (5-15 Hz). Arbitrarily low frequencies can 235 still be obtained. The effect of the AHP current on the response of the vMN model to step currents is 236 similar to its effect on other neuron models, e.g., those proposed by (Ermentrout 1998; Prescott and 237
Sejnowski 2008). 238
Increasing the h-conductance, g h , while maintaining the reference value for g AHP , has only a 239 minor effect on the neuron gain (the slope of the f R -I app curve) (Fig. 1B) . Increasing g h increases the 240 firing rate for each value of I 0 , and therefore, shifts the f R -I app towards lower I 0 values. For larger g h 241 values, the minimal firing rate becomes larger than zero, and the class of firing shifts from "class I" 242 to "class II" 1 (Hodgkin 1948), as explained in Appendix A using bifurcation theory. The minimal 243 firing frequency over all I 0 values is denoted by f R,min . Above g h,min , a critical value of g h , the 244 frequency, f R,min , increases continuously from 0 (Fig. 1C) . For an extended g h region, f R,min remains at 245 values of order 1 Hz. 246
In vMNs, the slow potassium conductances, g AHP and g M , cause adaptation in response to 247 step currents. Therefore, we use the model to examine how g AHP causes adaptation. Traces of the 248 membrane potential in response to a step current show that the model neuron responds to the 249 injection of a current step substantially above I t,min by firing two spikes with a relatively small inter-250 spike interval (ISI), followed by a train of spikes with larger ISIs that are almost constant in time. 251 ( Fig. 2A) . For just supra-threshold currents, adaptation effects are barely observed. Similar behavior 252 was observed experimentally (see Fig. 2 in (Nguyen et al. 2004) ). Generally, as I 0 increases, both the 253 first ISI (T 1 ), and steady-state ISI (T) decrease (Fig. 2B ), but T 1 decreases more than T, which makes 254 the adaptation ratio T 1 /T smaller and the adaptation effect more pronounced (Fig. 2C) . Blocking g h 255 increases both T 1 and T, especially for just supra-threshold values of I 0 , leaving the ratio T 1 / T almost 256 constant (Figs. 2B,C) . 257
Similar to the AHP conductance, the M conductance g M also generates spike-frequency 258 adaptation (Prescott and Sejnowski 2008). Introduction of M conductance, g M , into the model 259 increases the current threshold for spiking, because the M current is partially activated in the voltage 260 threshold range and may prevent spiking. When spiking occurs, the M current increases both T 1 and 261 T (Fig. 2B) . Since the resulting increase of T 1 is larger than the increase in T, introduction of g M 262 increases the T 1 /T ratio (Fig. 2C) . Thus, despite being capable of endowing a neuron with the 263 adaptation property, the M current may reduce adaptation (increase the ratio T 1 / T), when adaptation 264 has already been generated by the AHP current. 265
266
Firing patterns under serotonergic modulation (g NaP increase) 267
In this modeling work, we explore how enhancing persistent sodium conductance, g NaP , affects the 268 firing patterns of vMNs, since Keller and colleagues observed that the main effect of serotonin on 269 vMNs is to enhance g NaP (Cramer et al. 2007 ). Increasing g NaP enhances neuron excitability, and 270 therefore, shifts the f R -I 0 towards lower I 0 values (Fig. 3A) . When g NaP is large enough, the neuron 271 fires even for I 0 = 0. Furthermore, g NaP decreases the minimal firing rate of the vMN during the 272 tonic, periodic state. The mechanism for this reduction, which is related to the enhancement of the 273 total Na + current at steady-state, is explained by (Golomb et al. 2007 ) and (Prescott et al. 2008) . 274
However, in the present vMN model, there is an exception, since the neuron exhibits a "mixed-mode 275 oscillations" state (Rubin and Wechselberger 2007) in a narrow range of g NaP and I 0 . In this state, the 276 membrane potential oscillates several times between consecutive spikes (Fig. 3B) , and the minimal 277 firing frequency is smaller than the minimal frequency for larger values of g NaP outside this region 278 (Fig. 3A, red Without injecting any I app , increasing g NaP causes the neuron to fire (Fig. 3C) External periodic input may entrain a vMN to fire at frequencies that correspond to those of 291 exploratory whisking. However, the resulting neuronal responses will depend on the intrinsic ionic 292 conductances of the neuron. Therefore, we examine whether certain conductances enable the vMN 293 to respond at higher rates f R , specifically to input currents I app (t) = I 1 cos (2πft) The firing rate of a vMN exhibits suprathreshold resonance behavior in response to periodic 310 input (Fig. 5A ). Since f R = f N c , suprathreshold resonance properties are related to locking properties. 13 The global maximum of f R is obtained when N c =1 and f is at its maximal value f max for that N c (f max 312 = 9 Hz for the reference parameter set with I 1 = 2.5 μA/cm 2 ) (Fig. 4B ). As f decreases from 9 to 3Hz, 313 f R decreases until N c jumps to 2 at f~3 Hz, and a local maximum of f R is produced. As f decreases 314 further, f R decreases as long as N c remains constant and reaches a local maximum each time N c 315 jumps. Similarly, when f increases above f max , N c decreases gradually (in the "devil's staircase" form) 316 towards 2/3 and then towards1/2. The decrease in N c is larger than the corresponding increase in f, 317 and f R mostly decreases, with the possibility of local maxima, as N c jumps from 1/2 to lower values. 318
This result is general in cases where the neuron is quiescent without any periodic input, because for 319 large-enough f (f > f 0 ), the strongly fluctuating input is averaged out and does not contribute to firing. 320
Although the suprathreshold resonance effect is strongly related to locking, it is not a direct 321 consequence of it. Resonance is obtained only if: (i) for f < f max , N c decreases more weakly than 1/f 322 as f increases; and (ii) for f > f max , N c decreases more strongly than 1/f as f increases. The latter 323 condition occurs if the neuron does not fire without external input, since f R =0 for f > f 0 . For very low 324 f, f R is independent of f, as shown analytically in Appendix B. Therefore, to get a suprathreshold 325 resonance, there should be a value of f for which f R (f) > f R (0). Such a value of f is likely to exist, 326 because f R for moderate f values is expected to be larger than f R for very low f, due to the biophysics 327 of the sodium current. Specifically, hyperpolarization followed by depolarization within an 328 appropriate time frame enhances spiking (Izhikevich 2007), because hyperpolarization increases the 329 inactivation variable h (Eqs. 3,5,6). The maximal value of f for which the neuron spikes once every 330 cycle, f max , is a candidate for that global maximum. In fact, for all the cases we explore (Figs. 5,6), a 331 global maximum is obtained for f=f max . However, the ratio between the values of f R (f max ) and f R (0), 332 as well as the shape of the resonance curve, depend strongly on the intrinsic ionic conductance of the 333 neuron (see below). 334
The suprathreshold resonance behavior exhibited by our vMN model is also exhibited 335 experimentally by vMNs of young rats with a peak firing rate, f R = f Rmax , of about 12 Hz at a 336 stimulus frequency, f max , ~10-20 Hz ( 
Dependence of suprathreshold resonance on intrinsic ionic conductances and external input 346
Dependence of suprathreshold resonance properties on g NaP , slow conductances (g h , g AHP , and g M ), 347 stimulus amplitudes (I 0 and I 1 ), and noise level are examined using our vMN model. For all stimulus 348 frequencies, f, the firing rate, f R , decreases with g AHP (Fig. 5A ). This effect is strong when g AHP 349 decreases from a reference value of 10 mS/cm 2 to 0, but is less pronounced as g AHP increases above 350 the reference value. This behavior occurs because when the firing rate is already low, the activation 351 variable, u (Eqs. 13-15), decays almost completely between spikes, and the AHP conductance g AHP 352 exerts only a residual effect. As g AHP decreases, the resonance structure is maintained, but the 353 frequency f max for which the global maximum is obtained increases, because the neuron can fire in 354 every stimulus cycle (1:1 mode) at higher values of f. The frequency f 0 does not vary with g AHP , 355
because this conductance does not affect subthreshold behavior. 356
When g M is blocked (Fig. 5B) , the increase of f R caused by g AHP is more pronounced. 357
Furthermore, the small-f limit of f R is obtained at about f=1 Hz, instead of values of f one order of 358 magnitude smaller for which this limit is obtained when g M is not blocked (Fig. 5A ). This occurs 359 because when g M =0, the only slow conductance capable of strongly impacting neuron firing is g AHP 360 (g h does not affect firing substantially; see below). The activation variable of the AHP conductance, 361 u, decays in the quiescent period between consecutive cycles, and this period is on the order of 1/f. 362
The AHP activation time constant τ u is on the order of 100 msec. Therefore, if f is on the order of 1 363
Hz, the effect on u of firing during one cycle will have already vanished by the beginning of the next 364 cycle. For such values of f, the instantaneous firing rate is determined approximately by the 365 instantaneous value of I app (see Appendix B), and f R is almost independent of f. The activation 366 variable of the M conductance, z, in contrast to that of the AHP conductance, u, is activated below 367 firing threshold when the membrane potential of the neuron, V, is around the half-maximum 368 potential, θ z = -45 mV. The value of z is determined by the part of the cycle during which V is 369 around θ z while I app (t) rises. This part of the cycle is considerably smaller than the cycle period 1/f. 370 Therefore, for g M intact, the small-f limit for which f R is independent of f is achieved only when this 371 part of the cycle is large compared with the time constant of the M current, τ z (in this case 75 ms), 372 namely when f is on the order of 0.1 Hz or less. 373
When the conductance g M decreases, the firing rate, f R , increases for all f values (Fig. 5C) . 374
Since the M conductance is effective even if V is below voltage threshold, decreasing g M increases 375
f 0 , and thus, the neuron can also fire for larger input frequencies. For large enough g M , such as 2 376 mS/cm 2 , the neuron is quiescent at low frequencies, and fires only in a restricted range of f. Similar 377 effects occur when g AHP =0 (Fig. 5D) . 378
Increasing the depolarizing conductance g h causes an increase in f R for all f values, as well as 379 an increase in the frequency (f 0 ) above which the neuron is quiescent (Fig. 6A) . The increase in f R is 380 quite small in comparison to the effects of varying g AHP and g M . (Fig. 5 ). This small increase in f R as 381 g h varies is due to r, the activation variable of I h (Eqs. 19-22), being deactivated by depolarization 382 during the rising phase of the periodic input, and hence not substantially affecting the pre-spike 383 dynamics. Interestingly, varying g h in the range of 0 to 0.1 mS/cm 2 has a considerable effect on 384 firing properties in response to step currents ( Fig. 1) , on sag responses to hyperpolarizing current 385 steps, and on subthreshold impedances |Z(f)| (Fig. C1A in Appendix C). 386
The effect of g NaP on the f R -f curve is more pronounced than that of g h (Fig. 6B) . Reducing 387 g NaP decreases f R , reduces f max , reduces f 0 , and may also prevent firing at low firing rates, because the 388 neuron is not excitable enough. Enhancing g NaP beyond a critical value causes the neuron to fire 389 without any input (see Fig. 3 ). For such g NaP values, the neuron fires also for large f. In the limit of 390 very large f, the firing rate with the periodic input is equal to the firing rate without any input 391 (denoted by the arrow in Fig. 6B ; g NaP =0.08 mS/cm 2 ), because the fast oscillatory input is averaged 392 out by the neuron. In contrast to the substantial effect on suprathreshold resonance of blocking g NaP , 393
the same blockade only moderately affects on the subthreshold resonance properties of vMNs (Fig.  394 C1B in Appendix C). 395
The effect of elevating the baseline input current I 0 on the suprathreshold resonance curve is 396 similar to the effect of elevating g NaP (Fig. 6C) . Both f max and f 0 increase with I 0 . For large-enough I 0 , 397 the neuron fires even for large f values. The most prominent properties of the suprathreshold 398 resonance curve such as the global maximum at f max , the existence of local maxima (Fig. 6C) and 399 the dependence on adaptation conductances (not shown) characterize also the dynamics for which 400 I 0 =I 1 . Therefore, they are expected to characterize the neuronal response to periodic, excitatory CPG 401 inputs (Eq. 24). 402
The firing rate, f R , increases with the amplitude I 1 of the periodic stimulus (Fig. 6D) , as do 403 the frequencies f max and f 0 . For small enough I 1 , the neuron does not fire at low f. Increasing the noise 404 level, σ, smoothens the f R -f and enables the neuron to also fire for f values for which the neuron is 405 quiescent in the absence of noise (Fig. 6E) the neuron fires for all g NaP values. For g CPG < g q , the neuron is quiescent if g NaP is below a threshold 420 value, g NaP,th , that decreases as g CPG increases. When the parameters of the neuron are within the 421 quiescent regime and either g CPG or g NaP is increased, the neuron starts to fire, and the firing rate 422 increases along with increases in these two parameters. Locking behavior above threshold for low 423 (<0.15g q ) and for moderate (0.15g q < g CPG <g q ) g CPG values differ. There is a smooth cross-over, 424 rather than a sharp transition, in both firing frequency and locking properties between the two 425 regimes (g CPG <0.15g q and 0.15g q < g CPG <g q ). Nevertheless, the qualitative behavior in these regimes 426 will be described separately (see below). 427
Even for low g CPG values, except zero or extremely small ones, the value of |L| just above 428 threshold is of order 1. For example, |L| can attain values of 0.7 for g CPG more than an order ofmagnitude smaller than g q ( Fig. 7C green line; values of g NaP , with the neuron firing sporadically once every several cycles and in a phase-locked 432 manner to the stimulus (Fig. 7D , thin green line; g CPG =2×10 -3 mS/cm 2 ). The measure |L| peaks again 433 when f R =5 Hz, and the neuron fires every second cycle ( Fig. 7B; Fig. 7D , thick green line). As g NaP 434 increases further, |L| decreases to low values, whereas f R gradually increases. 435
For moderate g CPG values, |L| jumps to 1 at threshold, and remains at that value for a 436 widespread range of g NaP (see Fig. 7C ; black, yellow and orange curves). In most of this range, the 437 firing rate is locked in the 1:2 mode (Fig. 7B) . As g NaP further increases, |L| decreases below 1, but 438 remains relatively high (mostly above 0.9) until firing locks again to the stimulus in a 1:1 mode. For 439 larger g NaP values, the firing mode switches to a 3:2 mode, with more complicated firing patterns 440 between the 1:1 and 3:2 regimes, but the locking measure remains high. Firing patterns with more 441 spikes per cycle, which correspond to bursting firing patterns, are observed for moderate g CPG values 442
only for very large g NaP . Such large values of g NaP , which are beyond the scale in Fig. 7 , are probably 443 not physiological, and cannot be obtained by just applying serotonin. Since bursting behavior can be 444 obtained when g CPG is large enough, (e.g., firing at 2:1, 3:1, etc. modes), we conclude that enhancing 445 the CPG input considerably beyond g q is necessary for generating bursting firing patterns. 446
For all parameters examined, if the neuron fires once every one (1:1 mode) or two cycles (1:2 447 mode), the firing phase is also locked to the stimulus, and therefore |L| =1. For higher integer locking 448 modes, with n spikes per cycle (2:1, 3:1, etc.), the timing of the i-th spike (1≤i≤n) with respect to the 449 phase of the periodic input repeats itself every cycle, after transients have decayed. 450
If g CPG is not small, the effects of increasing g CPG and increasing g NaP on the vMN firing 451 patterns are similar. This is not valid, however, if g CPG is small. For example, it is possible to obtain 452 the 1:1 locked state only within a very restricted parameter regime for small g CPG values, but it is 453 easy to obtain it for small (or even 0) g NaP values. Our simulations are carried out with a moderate 454 level of noise to show that such a noise level does not destroy the locking properties. Results of 455 simulations without noise are not significantly different. 456
Decreasing the input frequency to 5 Hz affects only slightly the firing frequency (compare 457
Figs. 7A and 8A), and the sharp transitions from quiescent to a highly-locked state as either g NaP org CPG increase (Fig. 8B) . However, for f=5 Hz and f=10 Hz, we observe several differences in the 459 firing and locking properties of the neuron. For f=5 Hz, the quiescent regime is more extended for 460 low g NaP (g q = 0.088 mS/cm 2 in Fig. 8B ), because the input current oscillates at lower frequency and 461 the sodium current is less de-inactivated as a result of the trough in g CPG . Also, the 1:2 locking 462 regime does not exist for f=5 Hz, since the adaptation currents generated by the firing of one spike 463 decay after two cycles (400 msec) and cannot cause spike locking. 464
Another difference is that the 1:1 locking regime does not extend beyond moderate (> 0.1 465 mS/cm
2 ) values of g NaP , since for g CPG =0, the neuron fires at 5 Hz for g NaP = 0.096 mS/cm 2 . The 466 input conductance cannot prevent the neuron from firing at higher rates for larger g NaP values, and 467 therefore, cannot maintain 1:1 entrainment to the CPG input. 468
Yet another difference is that regimes of half-integer locking mode are narrower for 5 Hz 469 than for 10 Hz, and the n:1 locking regimes occupy larger regions in the phase diagram. To 470 understand the basis of this difference we examine the dynamics of the AHP conductance. The time 471 courses of V(t) and u(t) (the AHP activation variable) for g NaP = 0.096 mS/cm 2 and two values of 472 g CPG are plotted in Figure 8C . For g CPG =0.1 mS/cm 2 , the neuron fires 3 spikes per cycle, all before 473 the CPG input reaches its peak. The activation variable u decays until the input conductance 474 increases again, and is about half-way towards its peak when the neuron fires 3 more spikes. For 475 g CPG =0.07 mS/cm 2 , the neuron alternately fires 3 and 2 spikes. When 3 spikes are fired, the last one 476 is fired well after the stimulus peak, and, as the new cycle of excitation arrives, u is strong enough to 477 postpone the next spike. The next spike (first in its cycle) is eventually fired later in the cycle, when 478 the synaptic input and u are larger than at the onset of the first spike in the previous cycle. The 479 second spike of this cycle is also fired at a later time, and for larger u, than those of the second spike 480 in the previous cycle. As a result, the neuron does not have the time and the ability to overcome the 481 AHP current and to fire a third spike. Therefore, a cycle-to-cycle "memory" effect, via the 482 adaptation currents, is needed to obtain non-integer locking patterns. This memory effect is stronger 483 for higher f, because adaptation currents have less time to decay, hence non-integer locking patterns 484 are more abundant as f increases. 485
The contribution of AHP current is reexamined by computing the firing rate (Fig. 9A ) and the 486 locking modes (Fig. 9B) constant or slowly varying inputs, phasic inputs and intrinsic neuronal properties shape neuronal 499 firing patterns. This is achieved by using a single-compartment, conductance-based model of vMNs. 500
Adaptation currents are shown to enable vMNs to fire at low rates, below those of exploratory 501 whisking, for a wide range of inputs (currents and serotonergic modulation). The minimal firing rate 502 of a vMN can be either zero or on the order of a few Hz (Figs. 1,3) ; it increases continuously with g h 503 and g M , and decreases with g NaP . For exploratory whisking frequencies, vMN tuning for firing at 504 maximal rates (Berg and Kleinfeld 2003; Nguyen et al. 2004 ) is generated by adaptation 505 conductances, especially g M , whereas the role of g h in shaping the supra-threshold resonance is 506 minor (Figs. 1,6 ). The supra-threshold resonance is closely related to the locking properties of the 507 neuronal response; these properties result in a "devil's staircase" structure (Brumberg and Gutkin 508 2007) of the number of spikes per cycle as a function of frequency (Fig. 4) . When a vMN is 509 subjected to a small CPG input, increasing g NaP by serotonergic modulation results in the firing of 510 the neuron in a highly correlated manner with the periodic input (Fig. 7) , even if the firing rate is 511 low. The combined effects of a periodic, excitatory input from a CPG and g NaP elevation result under 512 most conditions in vMNs firing at n:1 or n:2 locking (Figs. 7, 8) , where non-integer locking patterns 513 are generated by the adaptation conductances (Fig. 9) . Large CPG amplitudes are needed for 514 generating bursting response. 515
The main results of the article are qualitatively generic for vMN models and are not 516 dependent on the particular choice of a parameter set. The generation of supra-threshold resonance 20 by locking properties and adaptation currents can also be obtained using an integrate-and-fire with 518 adaptation model (Meunier and Borejsza 2005) (not shown). The particular choice of parameters, 519 however, determines the shape of the resonance curve and the value of input frequency f max for 520 which the maximal firing rate f R is obtained. We show therefore that vMNs are tuned to respond at 521 maximal rate in the frequency range of exploratory whisking. The dependence of the minimal firing 522 rate in response to step currents on intrinsic conductances (g h in particular) and the high locking of 523 the firing pattern to the periodic input just above threshold are also qualitatively general properties 524 of conductance-based neurons. 525
Role of I AHP and I M in slow firing dynamics of vMNs 526
In contrast to rat vMNs, mouse spinal motoneurons can fire tonically only at high frequencies 527 on the order of 0.1 s, shape the rat vMN's efficient responsiveness to periodic inputs frequencies on 531 the order of 10 Hz, and enable low firing rates (below 5-10 Hz) in response to constant inputs over 532 considerable parameter ranges (Fig. 1) . 533
The AHP current linearizes the f R -I 0 curve and reduces its gain ( g NaP elevation instead of current injection (Fig. 3C ). An M current, active below the spiking 538 threshold, elevates the current threshold, and increases both the first and the steady-state inter-spike 539 intervals, T 1 and T (Fig. 2) . However, with strong I AHP , the adaptation ratio T 1 /T may paradoxically 540 increase with enhancing g M . 541
In response to sinusoidal inputs, both adaptation currents generate the supra-threshold 542 resonance effect by reducing the firing rate f R at low input frequencies, f, more than for intermediate 543 f values, around 10-20 Hz (Fig. 5) . The M, but not the AHP, current can suppress firing at low f, and 544 decrease the maximal f value for which the neuron can spike. When the neuron fires at low f, the M 545 current, increasing g NaP leads to tonic firing with a minimal firing rate of a few Hz (Fig. 3C) , which 558 is consistent with the experimentally-observed effects of the application of 5-HT 2 receptor agonist 559 (Cramer et al. 2007 ). According to our model, enhancing g NaP increases the frequency of the peak of 560 the supra-threshold resonance curve, f max , and enables firing at very high f (Fig. 6B) . 561
In guinea pig trigeminal and rat facial motoneurons, serotonin depolarizes the membrane 562 potential and increases input resistance by reducing the potassium leak conductance, decreases the 563 amplitude of medium after-hyperpolarization, decreases spike threshold, and enhances I h by 564 necessary and sufficient to generate rhythmic whisker movement, with additional input from an 574 external CPG still being possible. We suggest a scheme that combines serotonergic modulation with 575 small or moderate CPG input (Figs. 7-9 ). In this scheme, the CPG dictates the frequency and phase 576 of whisking, whereas serotonin controls the long-time state (quiescent or active) of the system. 577
Furthermore, the whisking amplitude, governed by the number of spikes per cycle, is controlled by 578 both the CPG input and the serotonin level. 579
Our scheme resolves several questions posed by the hypothesis that vMNs fire in response to 580 only serotonergic modulation: 581
1. What causes of the unilateral and bilateral coordination of firing of vMNs that activate intrinsic 582 muscles, as well as, the three-phase rhythm of contractions of extrinsic and intrinsic muscles (Hill et 583 al. 2008)? According to the scheme, the CPG input, even if it is small, can coordinate the frequency 584 and phase of vMN firing (Fig 7C) . 585 2. How can serotonergic modulation, which varies on a time scale of minutes ( was suppressed by serotonin receptor antagonists. These results are consistent with our modeling 599 result that increasing g NaP switches the neuron from quiescence to firing (Figs. 7-9 ). Whisker 600 movements evoked by stimulation of serotonergic premotor neurons in the LPGi were small and not 601 rhythmic (Hattox et al. 2003) . Based on our model, this would be expected upon elevating g NaP in a 602 population of heterogeneous motoneurons, each firing at its own frequency. In vitro, serotonin drives 603 vMNs to fire at or below whisking frequency, as we found with our model (Fig. 3) . Finally, the tonic23 frequency of whisking evoked by cortical microstimulation. In contrast, serotonin level controls the 606 whisking amplitude in the model, whereas frequency is controlled by the CPG. This apparent 607 contradiction can be resolved by assuming that the CPG frequency is also modulated by the 608 serotonergic level, or that cortical output can modulate CPG frequency as well as amplitude. 609
Predictions from the model 610
Our modeling work yields predictions that can be examined using whole-cell recordings in 611 brainstem slices that include the facial nucleus. We suggest that supra-threshold resonance curve 612 have secondary peaks in addition to the global maximum. We predict that those peaks will be found 613 in in vitro experiments on vMNs if the input frequencies are sampled in a dense-enough manner 614 In those experiments, it will also be possible to examine whether the minimal firing rate of vMNs in 627 response to constant currents indeed increases with g h . 628
Our computational work shows that the peak of the supra-threshold resonance curve f max is 629 shifted to the right by enhancing g NaP . If g NaP is partially blocked, we expect to obtain no firing for 630 small or large input frequency f, and firing only in an intermediate range of f. We suggest to test 631 these predictions either by blocking g NaP (e.g., by riluzole (Golomb et al. prediction related to g NaP : in response to periodic input conductance, when g NaP is increased just24 above firing threshold, the neuron fires in a locked manner to the periodic input even if its firing rate 635 is small. This prediction can also be tested using dynamic clamp. In particular, it will be interesting 636 to confirm that locking can occur in cases when the neuron fires near the troughs of the periodic 637 input (Fig. 7D) . Similar experiments can be carried out with the application of serotonergic agonists 638 instead of increasing g NaP . 639
A shift of the peak of the supra-threshold resonance curve to the right is expected to occur 640 also when the baseline input current I 0 or the modulation amplitude I 1 are enhanced. These 641 experiments can be carried out by varying those input parameters. 642 A major conclusion of this article is that the firing frequency of the motoneuron population is 643 determined by the external CPG. It will be possible to test this prediction in vivo in the future if the 644 CPG is located, by recording from CPG neurons and relating the firing patterns of those neurons 645 with the motion of the whiskers. Assuming that the CPG input turns out to be glutamatergic, it will 646 be possible to block it partially in order to test the prediction that even weak CPG input controls the 647 global firing frequency of the motoneuron population. It may also be possible to record from CPG 648 neurons and from serotonergic premotor neuron and verify that their firing pattern is correlated, as 649 expected from the outcome of both our modeling results and the experimental observation of 650 (Cramer et al. 2007 ). Moreover, it will be possible to examine whether CPG neurons are affected by 651 setotonergic modulations using antagonists of serotonergic receptors (Hattox et al. 2003 ). 652
Our model predicts that intermittent behavior is possible for g NaP values just above threshold 653 (Fig. 7C,D) . In rats, M neurons innervate an intrinsic muscles of a macrovibrissa, where M=50-100 654 with a peak at f max = 5 Hz is shown (Fig. C1A) . Blocking the h conductance, which eliminates the 698 sag response to hyperpolarizing step currents (Fig. C1A, inset) , considerably reduces the peak of the 699 subthreshold resonance (Richardson et al. 2003) . Additional blockade of the M current eliminates 700 the resonance completely. Similarly, decreasing g NaP (from its reference value) reduces the 701 amplitude of the resonant peak (Fig. C1B) . However, the effect of blocking the g NaP is less 702 pronounced than that of blocking the h current. 2004), but modifies the supra-threshold resonance curve only weakly (Fig. 6A) . Blocking g NaP 710 decreases the subthreshold resonance only moderately, but substantially narrows the supra-threshold 711 resonance curve (Fig. 6B) because it prevents the neuron from firing at low f. However, this does not 712 mean that ionic conductances may not exert similar effects on subthreshold and supra-threshold 713 activity. For example, in the crab pyloric CPG, the membrane resonance of pacemaker neurons can 714 correlate strongly with the CPG oscillation frequency (Tohidi and Nadim 2009). 715
For I 0 values near firing onset, the relationship between subthrshold and supra-threshold 716 resonances depends on the class of the neuron. For class II neurons without adaptation currents, 717 supra-threshold resonance was found to be related to the sub-threshold resonance (Izhikevich et al. 
